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Abstract. Timing analysis of safety-critical systems derives timing
bounds of applications (SW) executed on dedicated platforms (HW).
The ensemble HW–SW features, from a timing perspective, two different
types of computation – a SW-specific, instruction-driven timing progression and a HW-specific, cycle-driven one. The two timings are unified
under a concept of timing model, which is crucial to establish sound and
precise timing reasoning. In this paper we propose an investigation on
how to systematically derive and formally prove such timing models. Our
approach is exemplified on a simple, accumulator-based processor called
Lipsi.
Keywords: timing analysis, timing model, formal semantics, Chisel,
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Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) integrate computations running on embedded
platforms into physical systems that they interact with. This integration, expressed through feedback loops between software and the physical environment,
may need to satisfy strong timing guarantees. To verify them, worst-case timing
analyses of safety-critical systems are combined. Such analysis cover timing behaviors of computations (e.g., the worst-case execution time analysis, WCET),
communications (e.g., the worst-case traversal time analysis) or both (e.g., the
worst-case response time analysis). The commonality of all these analyses is that
the application semantics are projected on the timing behavior of the underlying
platforms. In this work, we are interested in manipulating the computations,
viewed as a set of binaries of software (SW), i.e. sequences of instructions described at the instruction set architecture (ISA) binary level. On the embedded
platforms side, i.e. hardware level (HW), our inputs are register transfer-level
(RTL) descriptions of processors in a given hardware description language (HDL).
We thus omit any networking components and focus for now on single-core or
multi-core architectures only.
At these levels of design, a timing verification relies on a WCET analysis [41]. A
WCET analysis computes safe and accurate timing bounds of a SW executed on a
HW, where the HW is abstracted to micro-architecture elements (e.g., instruction
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and data caches, pipeline, speculation mechanisms, etc.). The workflow of the
WCET analysis consists of a series of static SW- and HW-level analyses. A first
analysis extracts the control flow graph (CFG) from the binary, with nodes
being basic (single-entry, single-exit) blocks and edges safely representing the
program flow. Then, the CFG is augmented with flow facts (e.g., loop bounds)
and HW-related information (e.g., cache behavior). Finally, a path analysis,
performed on the augmented CFG, determines the longest execution path which
represents the WCET bound. In this workflow, a cache analysis reports that, for
example, a basic block is classified as “always miss” in the cache and the timing
behavior associated is a cache miss penalty, for example 10 cycles. However, it
is not always simple to establish such architecture-dependent bounds due to
complexity and unwanted timing phenomena [40]. WCET analyses require a
proper timing model, whose correctness and accuracy ensure safe but also tight
WCET estimations.

execution
SW

HW

Formalization
+ Trace equivalence via testing

Formal
ISA

Formal
HDL

+ timing
Verification

Fig. 1: General workflow for the HW/SW co-validation of timing models for CPS.

In this work, we focus on building and validating such timing models for CPS.
Figure 1 shows our proposed general workflow that combines the formalization
of the timing behaviors of both SW and HW sides. For the SW side, a timing
model is added to a formal description of the ISA by relying on the input textual
specification of the architecture. Both the functional and timing behaviors of
this timing augmented formal SW model are tested, for confidence, against
traces of actual code first over an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS) and then
over a real execution. Note that by real execution, we mean traces generated
by executing HDL code, i.e. the circuit, should be on a FPGA or by a cycle
accurate simulator. Similarly, on the HW side, a formal model is built which
thus includes by construction a timing behavior. The confidence in this formal
HW model is also verified by applying trace equivalence. Finally, a last step
consists in the co-validation of these hardware and software formal timing models,
i.e. verifying the consistency of their two timing models. More specifically, the
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instruction-level timing, from the SW model is encoded as a set of assertions,
called timing invariants, in the formal HW model. A timing invariant identifies
the hardware pattern, i.e. the sequence of updates on registers and wires that
must be executed in x cycles, corresponding to the execution of an instruction in
the timing augmented SW model in x cycles. We then prove the obtained timing
model of a particular pairing of programs (SW) over platform (HW) by model
checking the formal HW model with these timing invariants.
To illustrate how this general approach can be used when designing CPS,
we apply it over Lipsi processors [37]. Lipsi is a sequential tiny processor whose
simplicity enables us to focus on building the complete approach for this HW
platform. Lipsi comes with two components: an instruction-set simulator and
the circuit, specified in Chisel [4]. We then build both HW and SW models
using respectively the Temporal Logic of Actions (TLA+ ) formal specification
language [20] and the Sail formal language dedicated to express ISA [1]. We detail
these models, the simple timing model of Lipsi that we add in the SW model
and how we add these timing invariants in the HW model of Lipsi. These timing
invariants are then checked using the model-checker of TLA+ , called TLC. In the
formalization phase we discovered semantic issues between the intended behavior
of Lipsi, from [37] and the actual Lipsi code. Finally, we report a possible use
case for such verified timing models of CPS: the detection and minimization of
memory interferences in a multi-core setting of Lipsi.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
formal languages we rely on to build the HW and SW models of our general
approach. It also provides an overview of the timing behavior of the Chisel
language, from which the timing behavior of our HW model is constructed.
In Section 3, we present the workflow we develop to achieve the HW/SW coverification of timing models of CPS. Section 4 applies this approach to a case
study: the Lipsi processor. We provide concrete examples of the HW and SW
formal models of Lipsi using TLA+ and Sail languages. Section 5 reports and
discuss the obtained results when considering this Lipsi case study. Section 6
presents related work, before concluding in Section 7.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce two specialized specification languages we
rely on to build the formal HW and SW models. To formally specify hardware
behavior, we use the TLA+ language [20, 43], as it is a high-level specification
language for modeling concurrent systems and comes with a model-checker. On
the SW side, we use Sail [1] to formally model programs as it is tailored for
expressing Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) semantics of processors. It has
been successfully applied to formalize various ISAs, such as ARM, RISC-V and
MIPS [1]. The K framework, which was recently used for a formal executable semantics of x86-64 ISA [10], is another option we have not yet considered so far [2].
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Chisel. We first introduce the programming language we assume as input to
perform hardware designs. We select the Chisel programming language [4] due
to its current rising popularity in the hardware design community and its ability
to reduce hardware design times. Chisel generates Verilog HDL, whose formal
semantic has been studied in [12, 27]. Compared to Verilog, Chisel provides some
higher-level constructs to raise the level of hardware design abstraction, as it
is embedded in the Scala programming language. Scala promotes a functionalstyle programming and uses a strong static type system to facilitate concise
and re-usable code – some necessary attributes to address complex hardware
designs. Chisel also supports testing through an internal cycle-accurate hardware
simulator. We now briefly describe several language elements of Chisel, while
more elaborate examples are presented in Section 4.3 when we formally specify
the Lipsi processor from Chisel code.
Hardware designs are constructed on Chisel typed values which flow through
wires, i.e. the combinational part of circuits, or held in state elements, i.e. the
sequential part of circuits. The keyword val is used to declare variables whose
values do not change. As basic datatypes, Bool represents the boolean values,
SInt and UInt represent signed and respectively unsigned integers. For example,
val x = UInt(2) declares x to be the unsigned int 2. The bit size of x is unspecified here, but could be inferred from the usage of x or specified to be 32-bit with
UInt(2, width=32). Simple combinational circuits are described using the val
keyword. For example, val land = a & b has in land the bitwise and of a and b.
Chisel uses registers for state elements, for instance, val r = RegInit(0.U) initializes r to 0. There are also conditional combinational circuits built with the class
Wire and the conditional construct when. For example, val x = Wire(UInt(0))
declares x to be an wire initialized to unsigned int 0 and modified to 1 as follows:
when (cond) { x := 1.U }. The assignment operator := connects the input of
the left-hand side to the output of the right-hand side.
TLA+ is a modeling language proposing an advanced module system, untyped
set theory and predicate logic, making it suitable to specification of complex
computational systems such as computer architectures. TLA+ language is based
on the notion of action (i.e., a transition predicate), which captures a state change
as follows: an action x’ = x + 1 updates the next value, primed of x based on
the current, unprimed value of x. If x is a record, its field f is accessed as x.f
and a partial record update is expressed with [x EXCEPT!.f = v], changing f
to v and leaving the other fields of x unchanged. A module M having an action A
could be referred in another module via the operator ”!”, as M!A. An instance of
M could be created inside another module with the construct INSTANCE M WITH,
with the state variables of M being initialized after the keyword WITH.
Abstraction and refinement are natural with TLA+ and, supported by an
explicit model checker called TLC, form a powerful formal specification and
verification framework. It features stuttering invariance to reason about the
specification paths at different levels of granularity and temporal existential
quantification to slice away the unnecessary state elements. We elaborate more
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on the language and model checking of TLA+ specifications in Section 4.3 where
we present the case study of Lipsi processor.
Sail is a first order imperative language that comes with a type system for
bitvector lengths and indexing to enables static checking. A Sail specification relies
on the definition of an Abstract Syntax Type (AST) of the ISA of an architecture,
i.e. an union of types with parameters. To each AST value, specific execute and
decode functions are associated to respectively specify the sequential semantic
of the instruction and the matching of its binary representation to its AST
value. For readability and modularity, Sail supports the definition of scattered
functions and unions allowing to group decode, execute and the AST value of an
instruction in one place. The memory space and the registers of the architectural
state of a processor manipulated by each instruction can also be specified to
model data transfer paths. To this end, a specific register type is supported and
it is possible to annotate functions with effects to describe their impact on either
the declared memories or registers. From a Sail specification, both emulators
and theorem-prover definitions can be generated to support fast execution of
programs or deductive reasoning. In section 4.2, we provide examples on how we
use Sail to formally specify the ISA of the Lipsi processor.

3

Co-validation of timing models: general approach

CPS
Comp2

Comp3
Comp4
Comp1

BinT ype1

BinT ype2

BinT ype3

SW

P lat1

P lat2

P lat3

HW

Fig. 2: Components Compi of a CPS are classified based on their execution environments.

Typical CPSs are organized as networks of computational and communication
elements which interact with the physical environment. CPSs are subject to
various properties such as adaptability, autonomy, reliability, security or safety.
From a structural point of view, a CPS features multiple components specified
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and implemented at different levels of details and using different modeling or
specification languages. From a functional point of view, each such language
comes with its own semantics to address specific points. As such, the CPS semantics landscape includes hybrid approaches, synchronous data flow approaches,
simulation or verification languages, general-purpose programming languages,
such as C, etc.. We thus abstract a CPS to ensembles of communicating binaries
running of various platforms, as shown on Fig. 2. Heterogeneous computational
and communicational components, Compi are to be deployed for execution on
various platforms, which is, in the general case, a many-to-many relation. For
example, P lat3 could be an multi/many-core system with applications from
Comp3−4 being executed in parallel. Also, different applications from Comp1
could be executed on P lat1 and P lat2 , whereas the applications of Comp2 are
executed only on P lat1 .
3.1

Motivations: consistency of timings

Let us elaborate on the semantics landscape of CPSs with respect to timing
properties, because well-defined timing is crucially important to ensure several
of the aforementioned properties of CPSs. Timing models capture how software
applications, or programs, are mapped on hardware resources, when it comes
to timing behavior. Timing models are necessary to perform timing analyses.
A timing analysis needs to be safe and accurate and the most precise timing
is to be found at the execution platform-level, i.e. the HW-level. To bridge the
gap between HW-level timing and various ways of expressing timing at the
application-level, i.e. the SW level, a timing analysis is usually performed on
binaries. From a semantic perspective, the working language is the assembly
languages specific to the execution platform under consideration, i.e. the ISA.
The high-level functional and temporal properties are however obfuscated
or even lost when translated to this binary low-level, i.e. BinT ype1−3 in Fig. 2.
Let us consider a Model-Based Design (MBD) workflow, based on a synchronous
language [7] as high-level programming language. The high-level specification is
transformed into an intermediate language code, usually the C language, in a
correct by construction way, ensured by the well-synchronized property of the
high-level code. Then, a general purpose compilation chain, in the absence of
compiler optimization, could produce binaries which are traceable to the source
code. However, the initial high-level timing properties can no longer be directly
expressed at the binary level, as most ISAs simply do not include timing. A
few exceptions exist, such as PRET [26] and the Patmos [38] architectures that
provide instructions that explicitly manipulate timings. Even when it is up to
the compiler to schedule instructions over a given hardware architecture, the
defined timing behavior is limited to a single instruction in isolation. There is
no way to impact the timing behavior of the whole architecture, as in PRET
or Patmos. This prevents to implement in a proper way the initial high-level
temporal properties, which thus simply disappear at the binary level. It is the
goal of WCET analyses to recover them at this level.
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When designing an hardware architecture, its timing behavior is in general not
formalized. Besides, it remains to demonstrate, or at least show enough confidence,
that the timings are correctly implemented by the circuit. Most formal verification
of hardware designs focus on the functional side of an implementation, as for
instance in [42], to cite an open-source tool/project. While the timing semantic
of HDL languages has been the subject of various work (see section 2), the
timing behavior of a given micro-architecture is much more complex to identify
and verify due to pipeline stalling, forwarding, interlocking, etc. The associated
logic can be dispatched in different places of the design and mixed with rich
low-level functionalities, such as the logic in charge of the functional part of the
architecture. It is in general unclear when an instruction terminates its execution.
Appropriate abstraction and slicing are necessary to extract the timing model of
a hardware design so that it can be used to perform WCET analyses, i.e. if the
high-level temporal properties can be fulfilled over the given architecture.
3.2

Building timing models

In this work, we consider the pair SW and HW represented by BinT ypei and
respectively P lati in Fig. 2 and how models can be established between them. The
SW model is supported by instruction-level simulation, sometimes with an ad-hoc
cycle-level timing, whereas the HW model is a cycle-accurate execution. Now, a
timing model in this context is a function between the time progression of SW,
measured in executed instructions and the cycle-accurate timing, corresponding
to HW. Since we use such timing models in worst-case reasoning (to safely
guarantee timing behaviors), we accompany this function with information on
timing predictability [39] and timing compositionality [14]. In other words, our
definition of timing model also includes knowledge on timing anomalies [35].
We propose a formal framework to construct and validate, from these HW and
SW models, such timing models of CPS, abstracted as in Fig. 2. This framework
relies on a combination of trace equivalences and model checking, as shown in
Fig. 1. On the SW side, the steps of our workflow are thus the following:
1. We formalize the SW component by defining a formal executable semantics
of BinT ypei ISA language.
2. This formal SW model is first tested, by comparing its output against traces
generated from an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS), to gain confidence in the
correctness of the functional part of the formal ISA model.
3. The formal SW model is then extended with timing behavior for each instruction. The augmented model is tested by comparing its output against traces
from ISS, augmented with cycle-level timing behaviors, to gain confidence in
the added timing model.
The result is a thoroughly tested formal SW model, though manually asserted,
with a cycle-level timing behavior, i.e. formal ISA + timing in Fig. 1. Note that
if a cycle-level simulator is not available, the timing behavior added in the above
step (3) must be verified against traces from executions of the considered circuit.
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Note that we can leverage existing formal SW models, such as [1] or [10] to avoid
steps (1) and (2).
We propose similar steps to construct a formal HW model for P lati . Compared
to the SW side of our workflow, a timing behavior already exists at the HDL
level: we have to extract it. The steps on the HW side are thus the following:
1. We construct a formal executable HW model of the considered circuit. This
is currently being done manually, automatically generating the HW model
being a work in progress.
2. The built formal HW model is then tested, by comparing its outputs against
traces from executions of the circuit, to gain confidence that it behaves as
precisely as possible to the timing behavior of the HDL.
The result of these steps is a formal HW model with a cycle-accurate timing,
denoted by formal HDL in Fig. 1. Obviously, we assume that a description of the
circuit in HDL or using a higher-level language, such as Chisel, is available. If it
is not the case, a more abstract HW model can be built from the specifications
of the data paths. The timing accuracy of such models is of course more limited.
Finally, note by executions of the circuit for step (2) on the HW side and step
(3) on the SW side, we mean either the use of a cycle-accurate HDL simulators,
such as Verilator or the built-in simulator of Chisel, or runs over a FPGA board.
We ignore any timing inconsistency that may occur between considered tools.
3.3

Verifying timing invariants

Following the aforementioned workflow, one may wonder why the timing behavior
added to the formal SW model is not directly compared against such executions
of circuits and thus considered as our timing model. These ad-hoc timings within
the formal SW model are only compared to traces of an ISS augmented with
a cycle-level timing behaviors. The verification process would thus be limited
to trace equivalence, with thus a limited coverage. While trace coverage can be
easily computed on the SW side for the functional part, the diversity of timing
behaviors on the HW side would be simply ignored.
The timing behaviors of the HW and the SW models must instead be verified
together to establish the function which we name a timing model. Our verification
thus proceeds as follows. The ad-hoc timings of the SW model are first encoded
as timing invariants in the formal HW model. To achieve this, we identify for
each instruction the sequence of hardware updates on the processor, such as
changes on wires and registers. For a non-pipelined processor, a simple inputouput relation is defined for each timing invariant. The input represents the
instruction fetch, i.e. when the opcode is taken into account, whereas the output
is instruction-specific, e.g., a memory load terminates with the correct value in
the corresponding register, an ALU instruction modifies the accumulator register,
etc.. The input-output relation depends on the current clock cycle. A timing
invariant should be read as follows: x cycles after an instruction is fetched, where
x is given by the formal SW model, the instruction terminates its execution.
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Let us denote a timing invariant by T Invi , where i is an instruction from the
language L, i ∈ L. A timing model for an architecture A is thus defined as:
^
T MA = (
T Invi )
i∈L

The corresponding assertions are then verified via model checking. Finally, we
perform a timing anomaly detection, also via model checking as in [3, 11] to
establish, together with the verified timings, the co-validation of the timing
model.

4

Case study: Lipsi processor

We now illustrate our approach described in the previous section over a case study.
We select a very simple processor, the Lipsi processor [37], to better illustrate
the various steps of our approach. In this section, we thus first briefly describe
the Lipsi processor. Then, we present its formal ISA and HDL models using,
respectively, the Sail and TLA+ languages.
4.1

Overview

Lipsi is a tiny sequential 8-bit accumulator-based processor to be used in auxiliary
functions or for teaching purpose. The ISA of Lipsi includes ALU operations using
registers or immediate operands, load/store from/to the memory, unconditional
and conditional branch, and an input/output (i/o) operation. A complete list of
instructions and their encodings are shown in [37], Table 1. Instructions of Lipsi
are encoded using a single byte, except branch operations and ALU operations
with immediate operands. For these instructions, a second byte is used to store
either the address of the target branch or the value of the immediate operand.
On the hardware side, Lipsi consists of an accumulator register (A), a program
counter (P C), 16 additional registers and a single on-chip memory. Its datapath
is shown in Figure 3. Lipsi targets the use of a single block RAM in FPGA,
which can be as low as 512 bytes. Addresses are thus 9-bits values. The memory
is accessible through 2 ports: one for reads, the other one for writes. The lower
half of the 9-bit memory space therefore stores up to 256 bytes of instructions,
while the upper half stores first 16 additional registers (R[x]) followed by up
to 240 bytes of data. R[X] can be used to store intermediate results when
performing ALU operations. The specification of Lipsi allows to identify up to 16
different ports using bits [3:0] in the encoding of the i/o instruction. However, its
current hardware implementation only uses 2 ports to exchange values with the
accumulator A: one for outputting the value of A and the other one to load a
new value in A. The hardware implementation of Lipsi is written in Chisel, and
it has been synthesized to the Cyclon IV FPGA of the DE2-115 FPGA board.
An Instruction Set Simulator (ISS), written in Scala, is also available.
The hardware implementation of Lipsi comes with a very simple timing model,
as a single memory is connected to the processor. Two clock cycles are required
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Fig. 3: The datapath of Lipsi, using an accumulator A, a single memory, an ALU and a
program counter P C (extracted from [37]).

to execute an ALU instruction: one for fetching the instruction and one for
accessing the data and executing the ALU operation. Loading A with a value
in R[x] also takes 2 cycles, while writing to R[x] only takes 1 cycle due to the
separated read/write ports to the memory. Updating R[x] is performed while the
next instruction is being from the read port. Memory store and load operations
uses the additional registers R[x] to store the targeted memory address. Those
operations thus perform three memory accesses: one for fetching the instruction,
another to retrieve the memory address from R[x], and finally a last one to
perform the memory operation at the specified memory address. A memory load
thus takes 3 cycles, while a memory write takes only 2 cycles as the last access
occurs meanwhile the next instruction is being fetched. Finally, the i/o operation
takes only 1 cycle.
4.2

Formal SW model

We now present the formal SW model of Lipsi using the Sail language. We first
define the architectural state of Lipsi, i.e. its accumulator A, its program counter
PC and the ports used by the i/o instruction, i.e. din and dout for respectively
the input and output ports. The nextPC register is used to store the address of
the branch, i.e. the second byte of a branch instruction, when it is decoded. All
these variables are 8-bits registers, as in the hardware implementation of Lipsi.
type len_t = bits(8) /* 8-bit architecture */
register A : len_t /* Accumulator */
register PC : len_t /* Program Counter */
register nextPC : len_t /* For branch instructions */
register din : len_t /* For the i/o instruction, input port */
register dout : len_t /* output port */
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Memory model. The structure Memory represents the memory of Lipsi. It
embeds respectively the instruction and data spaces, which are defined as a vector
of bytes. These vectors are organized in downward memory addresses. Finally, a
vector of registers Rs represents the additional registers R[x] of Lipsi.
type memory_data = vector(256, dec, bits(8)) /* Data space */
type memory_inst = vector(240, dec, bits(8)) /* Instruction space */
struct Memory = { Inst : memory_inst, Data : memory_data }
register Rs : vector(16, dec, bits(8)) /* R[x] */

We now show the formal specification of the write operations, for both the
memory space but also for R[x]. The function mem_write updates the content
of Memory with the value v at the memory address adr. Either the instruction
or the data vector of Memory get updated, depending on the value of the Most
Significant Bit (MSB) of adr, a 9-bit value. Note that the data vector is updated
only if adr does not target Rs.
val mem_write : (bits(9), bits(8), Memory) -> vector(256, dec, bits(8))
function mem_write (adr, v, mem) = {
if (adr[8] == 0b1) then {
if (adrbits_to_adrno(adr[7..0]) >= 16) then
plain_vector_update (mem.Data, length(mem.Data) - 1 ,→ adrbits_to_adrno(adr[7..0]), v);
else return mem.Data;
} else {
plain_vector_update(mem.Inst, length(mem.Inst) - 1 - adrbits_to_adrno
,→ (adr[7..0]),v);
}}

The function reg_write updates R[x] and shares with the function mem_write a
similar signature. A string representing the name of register, noted r, is however
used instead of an memory address. r is mapped into an offset in the data vector
using the functions reg_name and regbits_to_regno. X is the setter function to
update Rs with the value v, that uses the overload feature of Sail to abstract read
(not shown) and write accesses (function wX, signature not shown).
function wX (r, v) = if r < 16 then { Rs[15 - r] = v; }
overload X = {rX, wX}
val reg_write : (string, bits(8)) -> unit /* unit equivalent to void */
function reg_write (r, v) = {
X(regbits_to_regno(reg_name(r)), v); }

Finally, the overload feature of Sail is used to abstract the organization of the
memory. Writing to R[x] or the memory to implement the semantic of instruction
is performed by simply calling the function lipsi_write. Similar functions are
used for read operations (shown in the next paragraph).
overload lipsi_write = {mem_write, reg_write}

Instruction and timing models. We now present the part describing
the semantic of instructions. We have modeled in Sail all the ISA of Lipsi, as
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presented in [37] (Table 1). We only show the use of Sail to decode and execute
ALU instructions that rely on registers. First, the syntactic sugar of scattered
definitions is used to group functions related to each instruction in one place,
i.e. AST union ast, mapping function decode and function execute. The AST
type ALU_TYPE_REG represents the considered ALU instructions. The mapping
encdec_alu_func_reg matches a binary value to a constant value representing the
requested ALU operation. The mapping decode matches the machine code of
instructions to the associated AST node within ast. The concatenation operator
@ is used to extract, from the input bitvector, the requested ALU operation
(func) and the index of the additional register (reg). Finally, the function execute
implements the semantic of the instructions by first reading the value from the
specified additional register, i.e. reg_val and then performing the specified ALU
operation on reg_val and A. accureg is a an accessor to A, for reading or writing.
scattered union ast
scattered mapping decode
scattered function execute
union clause ast = ALU_TYPE_Reg : (alu_func_reg, regbits)
mapping encdec_alu_func_reg: alu_func_reg <-> bits(3) = {
LIPSI_ADD <-> 0b000,
LIPSI_SUB <-> 0b001,
...
LIPSI_XOR <-> 0b110,
LIPSI_LD <-> 0b111
}
mapping clause decode = ALU_TYPE_Reg(func, reg) <->
0b0 @ encdec_alu_func_reg(func) @ reg
function clause execute ALU_TYPE_Reg(func, reg) = {
let reg_val : len_t = lipsi_read(regbits_to_regno(reg));
let ret : len_t = match func {
LIPSI_ADD => reg_val + accureg(),
LIPSI_SUB => accureg() - reg_val,
...
LIPSI_XOR => reg_val ^ accureg(),
LIPSI_LD => reg_val
};
accureg(ret);
}

For the timing model, we simply use a register to represent clock cycles. This
register is incremented by the clock cycles associated to each instruction being
decoded. The formal SW model executes instructions in single steps, which is
also equivalent to an instruction-level simulation of the input program. However
this clock register tracks in a cycle-accurate manner the timing behavior of each
instruction.
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Formal HW model

We now present the formal HW model of Lipsi processor specified in the TLA+
language. We partially present the specification, using actual code snapshots of
both TLA+ and Chisel codes, in Fig. 4 - 6. Our presentation emphasizes the traceability between the two semantics representations. TLA+ being a specification
framework, it lacks of program-specific infrastructure such as parsing, rich built-in
libraries and AST manipulation. Hence, we also include several workarounds
to preserve the traceability, such as convenient naming for instance. However,
certain information is inevitably less obvious. For example, the type system
of Chisel is abstracted in our TLA+ model, and implicitly the type inference
whose results are manually encoded in the corresponding TLA+ specification.
Our purpose is not to accurately provide a formal executable semantics of Chisel
in TLA+ , but to specify, as precisely as possible, the Lipsi Chisel code.
We first present the memory model of Lipsi processor, in Fig. 4, its integration
in the datapath, in Fig. 5 and finally, in Fig. 6 a representative snapshot of Lipsi
processor. Our TLA+ model of Lipsi is cycle-accurate and captures the execution
of a Lipsi instruction through the circuit, with both combinational and sequential
elements being encoded. The TLA+ specification, LipsiSpec consists of the
initial state, LipsiInit and the state transformer LispiTrans, the temporal
operator ”always”, [] preceding the state transformer. It is applied on the system
state LVars (i.e., the set of wires and registers):
LipsiSpec == LipsiInit /\ [] [LipsiTrans]_LVars
Before detailing LispiSpec, let us present the specification of the memory model.
Memory model. The TLA+ specification of the Lipsi memory model, in Figure 4, adheres to this specification style (e.g., with MemoryInit and MemoryTrans
being presented). On the Chisel side, the Memory class declares a memory zone,

class Memory(prog: String) extends Module {
val mem = Mem(256, UInt(8.W))
val data = mem(rdAddrReg(7, 0))
when(io.wrEna) { mem(io.wrAddr) := io.wrData } ...
}
MemoryInit == ... /\ rdAddrReg = 0 /\ mem = mem_init /\ data = 0
MemoryTrans == ...
/\ mem’ = IF cond_io_wrEna
THEN [ n \in 0..255 |->
IF n = io.wrAddr THEN io.wrData ELSE mem[n] ]
ELSE mem
/\ rdAddrReg’ = io.rdAddr
/\ data’ = mem[rdAddrReg]
Fig. 4: From Chisel HDL to TLA+ for defining the memory system of Lipsi.
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mem, to store data of a total size 256 and elements of type unsigned int of
size 8 (e.g., UInt(8.W)). data is used to access to an element of mem and is
initialized with the memory value at the address from the register rdAddrReg
(a 9-bit address truncated to 8-bit as mem represents the data space of Lipsi).
The equivalent TLA+ code features the initialization, MemoryInit, of the state
elements mem, data and rdAddrReg with their respective initial values. Note
that mem_init, not listed, initializes mem with zeros. The Lipsi memory model
features read/write memory operations, which are grouped in an interface io,
whose fields are accessed using ”.”. For example, the Chisel code for a memory
write at address io.wrAddr with value io.wrData is conditionally performed
when memory write is enabled, i.e. io.wrEna is true. Its equivalent transition in
the TLA+ specification updates primed mem with value io.wrData, only when
memory write is enabled (i.e., the predicate cond_io_wrEna tests if io.wrEna is
true). Similarly, the new values, rdAddrReg’ and data’ are accordingly provided.
Finally, class Memory is parameterized by prog, an input binary program, which is
stored in a read only memory. These details are omitted due to space constraint.

class Lipsi(prog: String) extends Module {
val mem = Module(new Memory(prog)) ...
}
LOCAL Lmem == INSTANCE Memory WITH ..., rdAddrReg <- 0,
data <- 0, mem <- [ n \in 256..512 |-> 0 ]
LipsiInit == LET memory_state_init == Lmem!memory_init (program) IN
/\ ... /\ mem = memory_state_init.mem
LipsiTrans == LET memory_state == Lmem!update_memory_state (...) IN
/\ ... /\ mem’ = memory_state.mem
Fig. 5: From Chisel HDL to TLA+ when integrating the memory system of Lipsi.

Figure 5 shows the integration of this memory model and how we preserve
the modularity of the Chisel code in our TLA+ specification. The class Lipsi
instantiates a local state variable mem with the memory model from Fig. 4. The
actual creation of the memory object in Chisel (using new) is translated to a
local instance Lmem of Memory, using the construct INSTANCE WITH. LipsiInit
can then use Lmem and apply the function memory_init to set its initial state.
Similarly, LipsiTrans uses the function update_memory_state to apply the
state transformer of the memory model. This updates at each cycle the memory system mem’. These two functions memory_init and update_memory_state
are the equivalent of MemoryInit and MemoryTrans from Fig. 4, following a
function-based integration approach possible in TLA+ . Finally, the parametrization, with respect to the initial program, from Chisel is preserved in TLA+ via
the memory_init function.
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val fetch::execute::stind::ldind1::ldind2::exit::Nil = Enum(6)
val stateReg = RegInit(fetch)
val exitReg = RegInit(false.B)
switch(stateReg) {
is (fetch) {
stateReg := execute ...
when (rdData(7) === 0.U) {... enaAccuReg := true.B ...}
...
when (rdData === 0xf0.U) {
outReg := accuReg enaIoReg := true.B stateReg := fetch }
when (rdData === 0xff.U) { stateReg := exit }
} ...
is (stind) { wrEna := true.B stateReg := fetch }
is (execute) { stateReg := fetch }
is (exit) { exitReg := true.B }
}
LOCAL fetch == 0 ... LOCAL exit == 5
cond_rdData_eq_Bits0 (rddata) == b7(rddata) = 0
cond_rdData_eq_Bits0xf0 (rddata) == rddata = 240
cond_rdData_eq_Bits0xff (rddata) == rddata = 255
cond_stateReg_eq_fetch == stateReg = fetch
cond_stateReg_eq_stind == stateReg = stind
cond_stateReg_eq_execute == stateReg = execute
cond_stateReg_eq_exit == stateReg = exit
...
LipsiInit == ... /\ stateReg = fetch /\ exitReg = FALSE
LipsiTrans == ...
/\ exitReg’ = IF cond_stateReg_eq_exit THEN TRUE ELSE FALSE
/\ outReg’ =
IF cond_stateReg_eq_fetch
THEN IF cond_rdData_eq_Bits0xf0 (memory_state.io.rdData)
THEN accuReg ELSE outReg
ELSE outReg
/\ stateReg’ = ...
IF cond_stateReg_eq_fetch
THEN ... IF X_cond_rdData_eq_Bits0xff (memory_state.io.rdData)
THEN exit ELSE fetch
ELSE IF cond_stateReg_eq_stind
THEN fetch ELSE IF cond_stateReg_eq_execute ...
Fig. 6: From Chisel HDL to TLA+ for snapshot of Lipsi FSM.
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Instruction and timing models. Figure 6 presents a snapshot of how Lipsi
executes instructions. Compared to the formal SW model, an instruction is here
executed in potentially several clock cycles, i.e. cycle-level execution, by updating
corresponding values in the wires and the registers of Lipsi. Lipsi is implemented
with a Finite State Machine (FSM), whose states are first defined, represented as
a list (Enum). The position in the list identifies the current state, captured in the
register stateReg which is initialized to fetch (and equal to 0). Such states are
encoded in TLA+ as a sequence of LOCAL declarations with explicit assignments
corresponding to their position in the list, while initializing stateReg to fetch
in LipsiInit. In a similar way, an exit flag (corresponding to the instruction
exit in Lipsi ISA) is set accordingly in both Chisel and TLA+ .

The control logic of the FSM of Lipsi is handled by a switch statement over
the current value of stateReg. When is(fetch) is true, the next state is by
default set to execute (i.e., stateReg := execute) for the next cycle. However,
any subsequent modification of stateReg, in the same clock cycle, overrides this
modification, a behavior common to any HDL language. For example, if the
instruction is an io (i.e., the opcode is equal to 0xf0.U), stateReg is reset to
fetch for the next cycle (while copying the value of the accumulator, accuReg to
outReg and setting enaIoReg to true). The timing model of the io instruction is
thus one clock cycle. The other states are used to store the output of the decode
when an instruction is fetched. For instance, is(stind) enables the memory
write, i.e. the signal wrEna is set to true, while resetting stateReg to fetch. The
timing model of a store instruction is thus one clock cycle, as the write occurs
at the next cycle while the next instruction is fetched. Similarly, is(execute)
resets stateReg, implying that execute represents the last stage in the timing
model of some instructions. Finally, is(exit) signals the end of the program
execution, represented in Lipsi by a specialized register exitReg. Therefore, exit
takes three clock cycles. At the first cycle, the instruction is identified during
is(fetch) based on its opcode 0xff.U and the next state of Lipsi set to exit.
At the second clock cycle, exitReg is set to true, a change that would be visible
at the third clock cycle. Contrary to other instructions, no further instruction
can be fetched at this third clock cycle that we thus count in the timing behavior
of the exit instruction.

The TLA+ encoding of this code fragment is driven by a cascades of conditions
on both the value of stateReg (e.g., cond_stateReg_eq_) and the instruction
opcode (e.g., cond_rdData_eq_Bits). For example, exitReg’ is set to true when
the corresponding condition on stateReg is exit and outReg’ is updated with the
value in the accumulator, accuReg only when stateReg is fetch and the opcode
is 0xf0 (i.e., cond_rdData_eq_Bits0xf0 is true). Otherwise it stays unmodified,
as outReg. In a similar way, stateReg’ is updated with the corresponding value,
capturing, in this way part of the timing model that we prove in the next section.
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Evaluation results

We first report the discrepancies we found between the SW and the HW models
of Lipsi, while applying our approach. These discrepancies concern not only
the functional semantic but also on the timing semantic, justifying the need for
formalization and verification of timing models. Finally, we present a use-case for
such built timing models to detect interferences in a multi-core context.
Semantic discrepancies. We identified several semantics discrepancies when
we performed the trace equivalence between traces from formal SW model and
the simulators and the circuit (steps (2) and (3) on the SW side of our approach,
see section 3.2). First the instructions sh and brl, specified in the ISA of Lipsi,
are not implemented in the Chisel hardware design of Lipsi. Next, the instructions
adc and sbb gives output that are equivalent to respectively the add and the
sub instructions. However, these are known unfinished implementation of the
ISA by the author of the Lipsi circuit.
A more interesting discrepancy concerns the i/o instruction. Its specification
allows the first 4 bits of its encoding to be used to specify i/o ports. However,
the hardware implementation of Lipsi only uses a single i/o port, the one with
value index 0. Any other index value than 0 leads to a silent drop of the next
instruction (P C + 1), i.e. the execution continues at P C + 2. Even if this
unprocessed instruction leads to be interpreted as an ALU operation (default
decoding), the value of the accumulator is not modified as it is guarded by a
boolean value, not set by default. Note that contrary to the previous discrepancies,
this difference was not explicitly documented in the hardware implementation of
Lipsi.
Finally, while the instruction exit takes 3 cycles in the Lipsi circuit, it only
takes 1 cycle in the Lipsi simulator. Our goal is to detect timing discrepancies
and not to point out functionality issues in the considered design. However,
such findings demonstrate that we can detect any kind of semantic discrepancy
between the specified ISA and implementations of it.
Proving the timing model. We exemplify next the following timing invariants T Invi in Lipsi, with i ∈ { exit, io, add, ld } (io being the i/o instruction).
We recall that formal HW model of Lipsi is cycle accurate and a cycle variable is
incremented every time the system makes a transition. The opcode of the fetched
instruction is stored in curr_instr. Also, for each invariant, we use a counter
variable x_, which is initialized to 0 and incremented at each clock cycle. Then,
this value is compared with the result of the augmented formal ISA to ensure
that the timing on both SW- and HW-level are the same. Note that this counter
variable is not necessary, but we opt to explicitly encode it for clarity (i.e., an
alternative is to directly use the processor clock cycle).
Next, we present the invariant for the instruction exit.
inv_exit (curr_instr) == curr_instr = 255 /\ exitReg /\ x_exit <= 3
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Informally, it states that, whenever an instruction corresponds to an exit (its
opcode is 0xff or 255), the register exitReg becomes true 3 clock cycles later.
This property follows the semantic of Chisel code from Fig. 6, with curr_instr
corresponding to rdData, stateReg := exit triggers at the next clock cycle the
assignment to exitReg guarded by the condition is(exit), assignment observed
at a further next clock cycle. The timing of instruction exit is thus 3 clock cycles
(i.e., the condition x_exit) and proved using the TLC model checker.
The timing invariant of the instruction io is presented next.
inv_io (curr_instr) ==
LET val == curr_instr - 240 IN
/\ curr_instr >= 240 /\ curr_instr <= 254
/\ ((enaIoReg /\ val = 0) \/ not (val = 0))
/\ io.dout = val
/\ x_io <= 1

This instruction covers a range of opcodes, depending on the i/o port identifier.
For example, the instruction 0xf1 is an io (opcode 0xf0 or 240) and the i/o
port number 1. The variable val in the T Invio represents the port number.
With respect to i/o ports, the semantics of io is under-specified in [37]: the port
number is not used by the instruction. Therefore, the implementation in the
circuit only supports the use of port 0, i.e. 0xf0 is the only accepted opcode, as
seen previously. The invariant captures the following pattern: the instruction is
identified as io and the port identifier is calculated in val, the register enaIoReg
is updated to allow the actual port output. The timing of instruction io is proved
to be 1 clock cycle.
Next, we present T Invadd .
inv_add (curr_instr, rddata) ==
LET reg == curr_instr IN
/\ curr_instr >= 0 /\ curr_instr <= 15
/\ \/ (not (rddata = reg) /\ (not (reg = 0)) /\ enaAccuReg
\/ not (res = reg)
/\ x_add <= 2

Similarly to io, the opcodes for add include the value to be processed via the
accumulator (i.e., the range is between 0x00 and 0x0f, according to Table 1
from [37]). The instruction add executes in two cycles. In the first cycle, the
instruction is fetched and the flag register enaAccuReg is set to true. In the
second cycle, the actual addition is computed, with the result deposited in res.
We use an auxiliary variable reg to distinguish between two cases, depending if
the operand is 0 or not (and if the res remains the same, even after the addition
is performed). T Invadd does not include functional correctness, i.e. that the
correct addition is performed, only that the accumulator is updated after two
clock cycles. However, it could also be possible to have a functionality criterion
included as well, as it is the case with the next timing invariant for a memory
load instruction, ld.
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The opcodes of ld are also in a range of values, the difference with 0x70 (or
112) being the target memory address. This address is represented by val. This
instruction takes two cycles. The classical fetch first, followed with the actual
memory read, deposited in the accumulator, accuReg.
inv_ld (curr_instr) ==
LET val == curr_instr - 112 IN
/\ curr_instr >= 112 /\ curr_instr <= 127
/\ accuReg = mem[val]
/\ x_ld <= 2

We could also express T Invld as T Invadd , i.e. without any functional checking,
by replacing the actual functionality by only a check that the memory is accessed.
The other timing invariants are expressed in a similar fashion and proved using
the TLC model checker.
Detection of interferences. We briefly report a illustration of the possible
use of the built timing model: the detection of memory interferences. We thus
consider three different input binaries to be run in our formal SW model of Lipsi,
in order to represent a multi-core setting of Lipsi. Each Lipsi core is identified by
an index. Besides, as each Lipsi has its own private memory, we rely on the i/o
instruction to emulate the access to a shared device. Note that we only emulate
the access to a shared device, not the device itself nor its arbitration policy. If two
i/o accesses occur at the same time, we thus assume that the one coming from
the Lipsi with the smallest index wins the access. The other Lipsi cores continue
their execution as if their accesses were valid, as we are mostly interested in
timing properties of programs not in their functional correctness.
For the input binaries, we reuse the same memory model for the spacing of
memory accesses as in [15]. In this model, tasks or programs are represented as
a sequence of memory requests separated by a given number of processor clock
cycles, representing the amount of computation that is performed between two
memory accesses. We assume a composable computer architecture [14], which
ensures that the distance between requests is independent from the execution
of other tasks. The only interference between the independent tasks thus stems
from accesses to the emulated shared device.
The sequences of memory requests of our three input programs are: (A : 2, 24, 12),
(B : 14, 4, 2) and (C : 26, 6). Program A is made of 2 loops and thus generates i/o
accesses at the (absolute) times 2, 26 and 38. Program B is made of a single loop
and generates i/o accesses at the (absolute) times 14, 18 and 20. Finally, program
C is also made of a single loop and generates i/o accesses at the absolute (times)
26 and 32. It is then trivial to detect that an interference is going to occur at
time 26 between program A and C. Our next step is to modify the input binaries,
by adding appropriate nop instructions (ALU operations that do not change the
current value of A) or by introducing a delay instruction, as in Patmos or PRET,
in order to space out i/o accesses. While a straightforward algorithm can solve
this problem for programs with a single path, the presence of multiple paths in
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input programs lead to an interesting optimization problem of minimizing the
number of interferences.

6

Related Work

Traditionally, HW/SW co-verification methods [30, 29, 23, 19] consider SW to
be represented in higher-level languages than our low-level approach (which
is characteristic to worst-case timing reasoning [40]) and HW to be based on
HDL languages. These works use model checking techniques and focus mostly on
proving functionality properties, while we propose advancements on the timing
properties, also using model checking. For example, C code and Verilog designs
are verified together via bounded model checking, in [30], similarly with the
co-verification technique from [29], where model checking is used on C code and
hardware abstractions based on push-down systems. High-level code is co-verified
with HDL designs, in [19], by a combination of BDD-based model checking for
HW and partial order reduction for SW. All these approaches consider an implicit
interface between hardware and software (i.e., we presented this interface under
the name of hardware patterns). An explicit interface is expressed in [13] and
integrated in the HW/SW co-verification procedure based on bounded model
checking (i.e., as a side note, the application is considered at binary level).
Our approach increases the confidence in the formal semantics of ISA with
the help of an ISS, providing a de facto procedure to actually verify an ISS.
There are several works [5, 18], centered on the verification of ISS and its use
in HW/SW co-verification. The ISS presented in [5] is symbolic and addresses
both functional and timing properties in processors using assertions in a similar
way with our procedure as another symbolic ISS, which is constructed over an
instruction-level abstraction [18].
WCET analysis tools require a clear and explicit specification of timing
models of architectures to estimate WCET [40]. One approach is to rely on a
product of timed automata to model the timing behavior of hardware elements,
such as pipelines, caches, etc [6, 9]. WCET estimates are then obtained using the
UPPAAL model-checker. However, in both cases, the timing accuracy of the handmade models, which are difficult to design, are unclear and simplified compared to
the underlying micro-architecture. Another approach is to automatically extract
timing information from HDL processor designs, either using static analysis, as
in [36] or aiming for patterns of pipelining using abstract simulation, as in [32].
Both approach work directly on the processor code (in this case VHDL) as
our approach, however we differ in the formal technique: static analysis and
respectively model-checking.
Another approach is to extend classical ISA-level Architecture Description
Languages (ADLs) [28], such as ArchC or Sim-nML, to include the specification
of timing models at the micro-architecture level. The OTAWA WCET analysis
framework relies on an extended Sim-nML to specify timing models of pipelines
by describing resource allocations of instructions over pipeline stages, functional
units and buffers [16]. In [24, 25], the ADL Expression language is used to
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describe both ISA but also contention and parallelism relations at the microarchitecture, i.e. the timing model. Execution graphs are then generated on which
WCET analysis are performed. The LISA ADL language [31] also enables the
assignment of operations to pipeline stages, potentially with delays. Compared
to timed automata models, the ADL-based approach enables the specification of
timing models at a high-level description, from which low-level network of timed
automata can be generated. However, they still have no link with the timing
model at the HDL level and timing anomalies are ignored.
Designing retargetable compilers has led to the design on processor models
in order to extract instruction sets [8, 21, 33]. However, they rely on the use of
reservation table to describe pipeline operations which is not timing-accurate to
model pipeline hazards.
In a different area, [17] proposes a timing-abstract behavioral model of
pipelines to increase IP reuse and reduce bugs when optimizing implementations,
for instance when performing logic retiming. Cycle-level details, such as pipeline
staging, are generated from a concise specification through a process called timing
augmentation.

7

Conclusion and future work

We proposed a general methodology to reason about timing properties of CPSs by
taking into account the interplay between HW and SW, both formally specified
and verified. We also reported on how our methodology is applied on a simple
processor called Lipsi towards defining and proving its timing model. Due to the
formal nature of our approach we also discovered several semantic inconsistencies,
both functional and temporal, between the specification and the implementation
of Lipsi. Our methodology is demonstrated using a formal semantics of Lipsi ISA
using the Sail language and a formal specification of the corresponding hardware
implementation in Chisel code, using the TLA+ reasoning framework.
We are currently pursuing several lines of research. First, we aim to automatically generate formal (TLA+ ) models and the necessary timing invariants
directly for the HDL code. Second, Lipsi is a simple processor, we have ongoing work on popular RISC-V designs, with complicated timing models due to
pipelining, multi-level caches and speculation mechanism. Research communities
on the WCET analysis [41] or synchronous languages [7] rely on traceability
to transfer high-level semantics to low-level code [22, 34]. We are interested in
leveraging high-level timing properties and traceability enhancements within our
HW and SW timing models. Finally, we plan to address timing models for the
communication part of the CPSs, which are currently abstracted away in our
current proposition.
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